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Rainforest Night Walk and Authentic 
Costa Rican Dinner

Discover the sounds and sights of the rainforest after dark 
with a 4-hour night hike and dinner tour from La Fortuna, 
and visit a  frog sanctuary in the Costa Rican countryside. 
Follow your guide along an easy trail, and watch for the 
bats, nocturnal birds and mammals that rustle through the 
treetops and on the forest floor. Search for red-eyed tree 
frogs and glass frogs in their natural habitats, then enjoy a 
traditional dinner prepared on a wood burning stove be-
fore returning to your hotel in La Fortuna. The trail will go 
around the mirrored lakes to the frog sanctuary, which is an 
area dedicated to the regeneration and natural reproduc-
tion of frog species.

Departure:
5:00 pm

Includes
Bottled water, Delicious Costa Rican dinner prepared on a wood 

burning stove, Professional guide, Hotel pickup and drop-off, 
Flashlights and lanterns.

Blue River and Tenorio  Volcano National 
Park Hike

Hike through Tenorio Volcano National Park’s remarkable 
landscape and see the otherworldly blue of the Rio 
Celeste waterfall on a full-day trip from La Fortuna. 
Follow your guide on a 4.3-mile (7-km) trail into the 
forest, watch for the monkeys and birds as you stroll past a 
serene lagoon, and take in views of the imposing 
Tenorio Volcano. Visit the park’s boiling mud pits and 
brightly colored jungle 
waterways, then enjoy a full lunch in the park before 
returning to your hotel. A circuit trail of 7 km will take us 
through the forest, to various interesting places, 
starting with magical Rio Celeste Waterfall, the blue 
lagoon, a stretch of the calm river that makes a 
beautiful natural lagoon, followed by the observation deck 
of the Tenorio Volcano, which offers incredible views of the 
volcano and the surrounding mountains.

Departure:
7: 30 am

Includes
All Taxes, Fees and Handling Charges, National Park Fees, Bot-

tled Water, Lunch, Snacks, Professional Guide, Hotel Pickup and
 Drop-off.
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Venado Caves Undergraund Experience from  
La Fortuna

Slip beneath the ground on a 4-hour tour through the 
Venado caves from La Fortuna, and follow underground 
trails into a series of remarkable grottoes and chambers. 
Gear up and follow your flashlight along an ancient seabed 
as you explore the caves with your guide. Get wet and get 
dirty on your way to fantastic rock formations and bristling 
stalactites and stalagmites, visit a bat colony that thrives 
in the cool, dark cave system, then return to the surface to 
enjoy a snack of tropical fruits.
Rock formations of stalactites and stalagmites are very 
common inside the caves, some hanging from the rocks 
overhead, and others surging up from the ground. A great 
colony of bats inhabits the caves, as well as spiders and 
crabs.

Departure:
7: 30 am, 1:00 pm, 1:30 pm

Includes
Bottled Water, Snacks, Professional Guide, Hotel Pickup and 

Drop-off
Exploration Equipment, Transport by Air-Conditioned Minivan 

with Wi-Fi
Towels, Go Pro Photo Package

Birdwatching

The circuit trail combines tree plantations, a gallery forest 
alongside on of the important rivers of the area, a 
regenerating forest with open grasslands and pastures, and 
small brooks which permit the observation of typical open 
area birds, in addition to aquatic and wooded area birds.
Among the most common birds found here, we have: Great 
Kiskadees (Pitangus Sulphuratus), Tropical Kingbird 
Flycatchers (Capsiempis Flaveola), Montezuma Orioles 
(Psarocolius Montezuma) and Variable Seedeater (Sporophila 
Americana). The Laughing Falcon (Herpetotheres Cachin-
nans) is a good-sized hawk whose presence is an indicator of 
a healthy 
environment, this because their diet depends on snakes, 
which in turn feed on frogs, rodents,lizards, birds and other 
snakes.

Departure:
5:15 am

Includes
 Equipment, Mineral bottled water, Fresh fruits

 Snacks, Experienced bilingual guide, Entrance fee
 Transportation from the hotel



Arenal Volcano Expedition

We begin the tour by heading to the El Silencio Private 
Reserve, to get as close to the base of the Arenal volcano 
as possible by vehicle. Next, we will walk approximately 1 
kilometer along a volcanic stonepath with a moderate 
degree of difficulty, until we reach the viewpoint, the 
closest point to volcano permitted to access. At the 
viewpoint, our guide will provide relevant information on 
the formation of the Arenal Volcano, it’s periods of 
activity, as well as unpublished details of its first eruption in 
1968.  You can also enjoy the excellent views of the Green 
Lagoon and Lake Arenal.  On the guide’s indication, we will 
begin our descent along the same trail.

Departure:
7: 30 am, 2:30 pm

Includes
 Equipment, Fresh fruits, Experienced bilingual guide

 Transportation from the hotel, Mineral bottled water, Entrance.

Experience Traditional Costa Rican Tour

After this warm welcome, we will learn to milk the cows. 
Everyone will have the opportunity to give it a try,
especially the little ones. Next, we will taste-test home-
made liquor,chocolate, and fresh milk while we observe the 
“alambique”, the artisanal liquor distillation process. 
Afterwards, we will participate in the sugar cane extraction 
to obtain a delicious juice and then try it alone, with 
spearmint,liquor, or other of the farm’s organic products.
We will visit a small archaeological ranch where we can 
observe some ancient indigenous pieces and put them to 
workin the artisanal process of making chocolate from the 
cocoa fruit to the delicious chocolate we love. Finally, you 
can walk through and admire the orchid and medicinal 
plant gardens. After the journey, we will share with the 
other visitors while we enjoy farm-fresh favorites like 
coffee, cheese,tortillas, hash, and others. 

Departure:
9: 30 am, 12:30 pm

Includes
Equipment, Mineral bottled water, Experienced bilingual guide, 
Lunch, Transportation from the hotel,  Free breakfast, Entrance 

fee.
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Ecological Park and Butterfly Garden Danaus

This small ecological reserve, which regenerated naturally, 
thanks to the efforts of a group of people concerned about 
conservation of our environment and education of the 
children and adults of the area, is a wonderful project 
which has cooperated with the sustainable tourism 
development of La Fortuna town.
The tour includes a circuit trail which is apt for all types of 
people, through the regenerating secondary 
rainforest. Here we will find a Botanical Garden with 
hundreds of species of plants, a butterfly garden with more 
than 40 species, different areas destined to natural frog 
reproduction, exhibition of medicinal plants, wetland which 
has been declared of national importance for bird nesting 
and observation, and the Maleku House, representative of 
an indigenous tribe from the Northern Region, which allows 
us to learn a little about the indigenous cultures of Costa 
Rica.

Departure:
8:00 am, 1:00 pm

Includes
 Mineral bottled water, Experienced bilingual guide

 Entrance fee, Transportation from the hotel

Hanging Bridges

The Hanging Bridges Forest Reserve covers an area of 243 
hectares (600 acres) of protected forest. This adventure is 
ideal for those who want to take in the 
characteristics and beauty of the tropical rainforest on foot. 
The 3.1 km (2 mi.) circuit trail will cross 15
 impressive bridges, some suspended over the forest 
canopy and others, which are stationary. The bridges have 
different lengths and altitudes and were designed to offer 
different perspectives from which to observe the flora and 
fauna, as you pass through several levels of the forest. 
From the bridges, you will have views of the treetops 
making it easier to locate animals and birds.
The topography of the terrain is relatively simple with some 
short slopes, suitable for all ages and ability levels. Some of 
the animals that we may observe in this type of forest are 
3 different species of monkeys, multiple species of birds, 
snakes, peccaries, and frogs, among others.

Departure:
7:30 am

Includes
 Mineral bottled water, Experienced bilingual guide

 Entrance fee, Transportation from the hotel, Tropical fruits.



La Fortuna Waterfall

This tour begins by descending the 500-meter (0.31 miles) 
trail to the magnificent La Fortuna Waterfall, renowned for 
its 70 meter (230 feet)high falls and its crystal clear waters. 
Along the trail, you will observe plants, trees, and ani-
mals,which inhabit the area like sloths, toucans, orioles, 
butterflies, and more. You can choose to swim in its 
refreshing waters, take amazing photographs, or simply 
relax and take in all of the beauty of the La Fortuna 
Waterfall. At the end of the trail we will enjoy a delicious 
fruit break to recharge our batteries.
When you visit the La Fortuna Waterfall you not only get 
to enjoy this marvelous natural wonder, you will be helping 
to support the Development Association of the community. 
100% of the entrance fee goes towards social projects to 
benefit schools, nutritional centers, the orphanage, 
recycling center, roads, security for our visitors and more.

Departure:
8:00 am, 1:00 pm

Includes
 Mineral bottled water, Experienced bilingual guide

 Entrance fee, Transportation from the hotel

La Tigra Forest Tree Planting + Agro-Ecological 
Farm Visit

Aftera short 35 minute drive, we will arrive at a beautiful 
area designated to reforestation, in the mountains near 
the Children’s Eternal Rainforest. We will take a small trail 
to admire the beauty of the tropical forest of this region.
Next, we will plant a tree in a designated area. Afterwards, 
we will visit thelocal one-room schoolhouse of San Jorge to 
interact with the children.(Activity on school days only). We 
will enjoy a delicious snack of fresh fruit to recharge our 
energy before continuing our adventure. 
We will explore the property and visit the pepper, vanilla, 
yucca, banana, corn and other traditional plantations of 
the region. Afterwards, we will enjoy a fantastic lunch with 
farm-fresh ingredients prepared on a wood-burning stove 
for the authentic flavor of Costa Rica, before 
returning to your hotel in La Fortuna in the afternoon.

Departure:
8:00 am

Includes
  Equipment, Fresh fruits, Mineral bottled water

 Lunch, Entrance fee
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Maleku Indigenous Reserve

The Maleku Indigenous Reserve is in the Northern Region 
of Costa Rica. The reserve consists of 3 different towns 
that are called Palenques; Margarita, Tonjibe and El Sol, 
all within a territory of 2993 hectares (7396 acres).  The 
population of 1000 inhabitants speak the dialect known as 
Maleku Jaica around 80% of the time. The main objective 
of this tour is to learn about the indigenous lifestyle in the 
present and what they’ve done to rescue their traditions 
and customs.
Later, we will continue with a walk along a small path of 
600 meters in the forest to receive interesting information 
about medicinal plants and trees that their ancestors used 
and which they currently profit from.

Departure:
8:00 am

Includes
 Mineral bottled water, Experienced bilingual guide
 Entrance fee, Lunch, Transportation from the hotel 

Nicaragua One Day Tour

The main attraction of this tour is Great Lake of Nicaragua, 
a freshwater lake located in Nicaragua with an extension 
of over 8,624 km² (3330 mi²) and called”The Sweet Sea” 
by Spaniards who visited this land hundreds of years ago. 
Lake Nicaragua is the second largest lake in Latin America 
and is the only place in the world where freshwater sharks 
are found. It is also known for its large number of islands, 
including 3 main islands (Solentiname, Ometepe, and Zapa-
tera), 400 islets, and 2 volcanoes.
After lunch we will take a short boat trip to reach the 
Mancarron Island, known to be the largest and most 
important of the archipelago. In Mancarron, we will 
walkthrough the town visiting points of interest such as the 
Archaeological Museum With unique pieces found on the 
island, The Farm Church “The Refuge”known for its great 
history.

Departure:
6:00 am

Includes
 Mineral bottled water, Experienced bilingual guide
 Entrance fee, Lunch, Transportation from the hotel 



Safari Float at Peñas Blancas River

On arrival, your guides will welcome you with the gear and safety 
instructions necessary to ensure an exceptional day on the 
tranquil waters of the Peñas Blancas river, where we will leisurely 
float on safe and stable rafts.   
You Will enjoy this relaxing half-day tour with bilingual naturalist 
guides who are river safari experts. During the adventure, we will 
have the opportunity to observe some of the fabulous flora and 
fauna of the region. We can spot a variety of animals like sloths, 
monkey, caiman, turtles, and exceptional tropical birds that will 
cross our path. We will enjoy a delicious snack of fresh fruit on 
the river bank before returning to the transportation to head 
back to your hotel. No experience necessary for this adventure, 
our qualified guides will provide you with all of the basic 
instructions and complete confidence to enjoy the activity to the 
fullest.

Departure:
7:30 am, 1:30 pm

Includes
Equipment, Experienced bilingual guide

 Transportation from the hotel,  Entrance fee
 Fresh fruits, Mineral bottled water

Sloth Watching Tour Day or Night Experience 
Costa Rica

One of the most beloved animals of our country is the 
popular sloth. This animal captivates us with its tenderness 
and peculiar slow behavior. We cannot deny that we have 
envied their pace at sometime in our own lives.
The La Fortuna area is a unique place when it comes to 
sloths. Our climate, protection, availability of food, and 
the essential absence of predators make this privileged 
property an amazing natural oasis. Our specialized guides 
are experts in finding them,so we can guarantee their 
observation. We must remember that the sloth is a solitary 
animal and that most of its time it is sleeping or resting in 
the treetops. During The tour, you can observe two types 
of sloths: Two-toed sloth and the three-toed sloth. If we are 
lucky we will be able to observe a mother with her baby; a 
thrilling experience.

Departure:
8:00 am, 2:30 pm, 5:30 pm

Includes
 Mineral bottled water, Entrance fee

 Transportation from the hotel
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Trekking in Hule Lagoon Volcanic Crater

Popularly referred to as the Hule Lagoon, the beautiful 
lagoon with 55 hectares (136 acres) of diameter is located 
at the base of the Cerro Congo Volcano, 11 km (6.83 miles) 
from the famous Poas Volcano. This area is renowned for its 
excellent trekking trails due to the variety of scenery and 
terrain, from clay, to dirt, volcanic rock, and grasslands in a 
rainforest at 800 m above sea level. On arrival, we will 
prepare for our expedition to the volcanic lagoons and 
begin our hike through the pastures that border the forest 
of the volcanic caldera of the Hule Lagoon. During the 
descent we will head into the exceptional rainforest of the 
area where we will enjoy incredible views of the primary 
and secondary lagoons. Along the 8 km (5 miles) circuit 
trail we will visit 2 of the 3 most important lagoons of the 
area, from 15 to 55 hectares in diameter.

Departure:
7:30 am

Includes
 Equipment, Snacks, Experienced bilingual guide

 Lunch, Transportation from the hotel, Mineral bottled water, 
Entrance fee

Arenal Volcano National Park By Arenal Lake

There is no greater attraction in the northern region of 
Costa Rica than the Arenal Volcano. We combine the 
enjoyment of a boat ride with a walk through the rainforest 
of the National Park to get the most impressive views of the 
colossus from all angles. The tour begins with a 20-minute 
drive from the hotel to the Peninsula section of the 
National Park, near Lake Arenal. Here we will begin a 1.5 
km (1 mi) long walk along an easy trail for about an hour.
Throughout the tour you can enjoy excellent views 
overlooking Lake Arenal andthe Tilaran Volcanic Mountain 
Range in the observation bays that are found along the 
trail. At the end of the walk, we will have the opportunity 
to climb to the observation platform of approximately 12 
meters (40 ft) high for a closer and amazing view of the 
volcano, and receiving a full explanation of its history, 
activity cycles, geological formation among other relevant 
data.

Departure:
8:00 am, 2:30 pm

Includes
 Entrance fee, Fresh fruits, Mineral bottled water

 Equipment, Experienced bilingual guide
 Transportation from the hotel, Boat Transportation



Cloud Forest Hike at Juan Castro Blanco 
National Park

Just one hour and thirty minutes from La Fortuna, across 
the plains of San Carlos, we find this beautiful place, pop-
ularly known as “National Park of Water”.Surrounded by 
cloud forests at more than 2200 meters (6560 ft.) above 
sea level and with an average temperature of 16° to 22°C 
(60° - 72°F), this is the place where the primary drivers of 
the northern region of Costa Rica originate. It is catego-
rized as the tenth most important freshwater body on the 
planet. Our personalized naturalist tours and the scenic 
beauty of the area make an excellent combination for 
thishike. The Juan Castro Blanco National Park is an excel-
lent place for bird watching; among the treasures you may 
find is the spectacular Quetzal (Pharomachrus Mocinno), 
characteristics of its majestic plumage of colors. March and 
Abril are the best months for observing Quetzals. 

Departure:
7:30 am

Includes
Equipment, Mineral bottled water, Experienced bilingual guide, 

Snacks, Entrance fee, Transportation from the hotel

Children’s Eternal Rainforest Jungle Expedition

This biological reserve is a great place for an intense 
contact with the rainforest and its surroundings. We will 
take trails through the tropical rainforest and discover all 
of its wonders as we walk.
We will begin a 7 km (4.3 mi) trail to spend about 3 hours 
admiring the primary forest, the volcanic soil with its
 fumaroles, and the Pocosol Waterfall with a 50 m. (165 ft.) 
drop from a viewpoint observing the river canyon, as well 
as its abundant flora and fauna.With a little luck we will 
be able to observe animals of the area such aspeccaries, 
coatis, agoutis, howler monkeys and many birds.
The research center is part of the Children’s Eternal 
Rainforest Reserve, which is managed by the Monteverde 
Conservation Association and has 22,000 hectares (54,363 
acres) of protected forest. It’s Also one of the most 
important reserves in Latin America and the largest private 
reserve in both Costa Rica and Central America.

Departure:
7:30 am

Includes
Fresh fruits, Equipment, Mineral bottled water

 Snacks, Entrance fee, Lunch, Transportation from the hotel
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Sky Tram Arenal

Our Sky Tram will take you up to the highest mountain 
in  Arenal. Our tramway will offer amazing views of the 
surrounding forests and even more. While ascending you 
will also be able to admire distinctive flora and fauna that 
might be only spotted from above.
The Sky Tram gondolas rise smoothly through the Rain 
Forest, offering up endless views during their mountainous 
ascent. This tour is perfect for people who want to take a 
different approach on admiring nature, without much 
physical effort but still be on spot where natures exhibits 
all its magic. On tour, you will be attended by a bilingual 
guide who will point out distinctive characteristics of the 
flora and fauna and other interesting facts of the area. 
Our Sky Tram travels up the mountains to arrive to a wide 
observation platform on the highest point of the reserve, 
where you can enjoy the breathtaking views of the Arenal 
Volcano, Lake, and the surrounding forests.

Departure:
8:00am, 8:30am, 9:00am, 10:30am, 11:30am, 12:30pm, 

2:00pm, 3:00pm

Sky Tram Arenal

Get your heart pounding by taking a zipline ride through 
the Costa Rican forest 
canopy; whizz along cables slung between canyons, admire 
incredible views, fly over and in between trees to feel an 
adrenaline rush like no other. At our Sky Trek in Arenal, 
you ride the tram up the mountain, and then get back to 
the base riding our thrilling ziplines, making it a perfect 
adventure activity with no walking segments – get off and 
jump on to the next cable. You’ll ride 7 cables that go up to 
200m (656ft) in height and 750m (2460ft) in length where 
you will be astounded by its impressive heights, speeds 
that go up to 70km/h (43.5mph), views, and because you 
will be able to admire the surrounding mountains like in no 
other place.

Departure:
8:00am, 8:30am, 9:00am, 10:30am, 11:30am,, 12:30pm, 

2:00pm, 3:00pm



White Water Rafting Class 2-3

Costa Rica is home to beautiful world Class Rivers for the 
sport of rafting. You will see many birds, lots of rainforest 
wildlife, and great views of the Arenal Volcano. The 
Balsa River is ideal for first time rafters. Is rated class 2-3 
with rolling rapids to float upon. This is an ideal half-day 
tour because it is very close to la Fortuna. The length of 
the Balsa River is approximately 7 miles long and offers 25 
rapids, taking about 2 hours to complete.

Departure: 7:30am
Return:      4:00pm

Includes: 
Transportation, Tropical Fruits, Bilingual Guide, Lunch at Local 

Restaurant

Don Juan La Fortuna Coffee and Chocolate Tour

Discover the wonder of how chocolate and coffee are made 
in this two-for-one Arenal combo tour! Explore a coffee 
plantation and plant your own coffee bean as you learn 
about how the beans are grown, harvested, and turned into 
coffee. Then, delight in a delicious demonstration of the 
chocolate-making process as the rich history of the caocao 
plant is explained.
Perfect for families, children, coffee-and-chocolate lovers, 
and anyone looking to spend a few hours engaging in the 
history and culture of these vital components of Costa 
Rican culture, the Don Juan Coffee and Chocolate tour is an 
absolute can’t-miss tour while you’re in Arenal.

Departure: 
10:00am or 2:00pm

Includes: 
Transportation, Guide, Coffee Tour

Edible chocolate demonstration
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Arenal Frog Watching Night Hike in Oasis

Experience Arenal´s only wild frog sanctuary at night, 
when colorful tree frogs and other rainforest wildlife are 
most active and most easily observed. At least 28 frog 
species have made their home the ponds of Arenal Oasis. 
The Rojas Bonilla family carefully maintains native plants 
of Arenal, to create needed frog habitat in this private 
wildlife reserve of fresh spring water  fed ponds; within a 
rainforest refuge connecting the rainforests of the Arenal 
Volcano and El Rio Burio. The night tour continues past 
the frog ponds along flat trails immersed in the noisy 
night rainforest. The guide will point out animals hiding 
from you. Support, enjoy and learn about the only wild 
frog sanctuary in the Arenal Volacano Area.

Departure: 
5:30 pm

Includes: 
Flashlight, Entrance Fee

Beverage, Professional Guide, Transportation

Arenal COMBO Tour Pedal Paddle

Costa Rica has amazing natural features and the tranquil 
countryside is ideal for mountain biking in Costa Rica! 
You’ll ride on trails that run through farmlands, close to 
the jungle and along the base of mountains and hills. 
This Arenal Volcano mountain bike tour has you pedaling 
thourgh beautiful countryside as you explore Costa Rica’s 
diverse natural environment. Your knowledgeable Costa 
Rica bike guide will help you spot interesting birds and 
even monkeys as you ride along.
You will bike along Lake Arenal at the base of the Arenal 
Volcano and pass rainforest, rural farmlands, and wildlife. 
You’ll have the chance to see different kinds of monkeys, 
toucans, coatimundis and more! Make a stop along the 
way and have a nice snack while cooling off in a river or in 
Lake Arenal. You will bike on a gravel road connecting Lake 
Arenal to the Arenal Volcano National Park which stretches 
8.3 miles each way.

Departure: 
8:00 am

Includes: 
Transportation to and from hotel, high-quality, brand-name 

mountain bikes, SUP boards and paddles, gloves, helmet, bilin-
gual guide, picnic lunch, tropical fruit snack



Kayaking on Lake Arenal

The view is spectacular with the lake on one side of you, 
and the majestic Arenal Volcano and amazing lush 
rainforest on the other.
We use high-quality kayaking gear like Ocean Kayak brand 
single and double kayaks, lifejacket and paddle. We start at 
one of the the earthen dam that extends across the 
Southern edge of the lake with paddling instructions and a 
safety talk so you feel comfortable in your boat. We then 
go out and explore secluded bays and isolated islands. We’ll 
stop and have some fresh fruit and juice to get some 
energy and then get back in the kayak and paddle back 
around to the starting point.

Departure: 
8:00 am, 1:30 pm

Includes: 
Transportation, kayak; life vest, paddles, tropical fruit snack, bev-

erage, bilingual naturalist guide

Sport Fishing on Lake Arenal

Enjoy your morning of fishing on beautiful Lake Arenal, 
located at the base of Arenal Volcano. This lake is 
world-famous for its colorful Rainbow Bass, also known 
as Guapote. These hard-fighting fish can reach over 12 
pounds, and are excellent eating! This is the ideal place 
for fishing, not only because of the abundance of fish, but 
because of the beautiful scenery and calm waters. You will 
be able to see mountains that surround the lake, as well as 
the gorgeous Arenal Volcano.

Departure: 
8:00 am, 1:30 pm

Includes: 
Experienced bilingual guide, fishing boat and equipment, fresh 

fruit, beverages, (transportation to lake not
 included)
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Stand Up Paddle on Lake Arenal

Venture to Costa Rica’s largest lake and hop on board our 
private boat as your guide and captain load up with stand 
up paddle gear and a cooler full of icy bottled water and 
fresh fruits. As we embark on our journey out to the middle 
of Lake Arenal, you’ll be blown away by all of the natural 
beauty of Volcano Arenal. The mountains that surround the 
lake are different shades of green, as some are in the 
foreground while the others fade into the distance. At first, 
the Arenal Volcano seems like it is hidden behind 
mountains, but if you get to a certain part in the lake 
you’ve reached the sweet spot – a spot where you can see 
the detailed textures of its rock formation and where 
passing in front of it can make you feel tiny. When you 
reach the middle of the lake, your guide will give you 
plenty of safety instructions and plunk your board into the 
water. Paddle out on your knees and when you are ready, 
stand up and find your balance.

Departure: 
8:00 am, 1:30 pm

Includes: 
Delicious tropical snack; paddle board equipment and paddling 
instructions; guide; transport via van and boat; free WiFi in our 

Desafio vans

Private Gravity Falls Waterfall Jumping Tour

Deep down in the Costa Rican jungle, lies Costa Rica’s Most 
EXTREME Tour. Without a doubt, Gravity Falls Waterfall 
Jumping is for those looking for an even greater challenge 
than canyoning in our Lost Canyon.
Start off with a heart-pumping rappel down an impressive 
140-ft tropical waterfall. You’ll drop into a large, deep pool 
of incredibly crystal-clear water and have a chance to swim 
your way onto shore. This will prepare you for the following 
adrenaline-pumping adventures of this multi-sport canyon 
adventure.

Departure: 
8:00 am, 1:30 pm

Includes: 
Transportation, Professional guides, High quality

 equipment, Delicious luncH



Canyoning in the Lost Canyon Private Tour

You’ll have your own guides and transport on this exciting 
rainforest adventure that will have you rappelling,
 jumping, climbing, zipping on a guided rappel and hiking 
deep into the jungle! Private tours in Costa Rica are a great 
way to enjoy adventure on your own. Canyoneering in 
Costa Rica is more than just rappelling in waterfalls; it’s a 
full body work out! Use your arms, legs, and hands to climb 
through Mother Nature’s obstacle course: You’ll be jumping 
into pools, sliding down a natural water slide, sitting un-
der waterfalls, pulling yourself up some rocks and helping 
yourself down others

Departure: 
9:00 am, 11:00 am

Includes: 
 Fun and professional guides who love what they do; Delicious 

home-cooked meal, Towel, Photographer.

Salsa Dance Lesson

You will get to immerse yourself in Costa Rica’s vibrant and 
friendly culture by learning to Dance Like a Local! Be sure 
to sign up for our Dance Lessons with a local instructor to 
get your feet moving to the beats of merengue, salsa, 
cumbia and a Costa Rican favorite: bachata. This is a 
small-group experience so you can get the most out of 
your class.
Our Salsa Dance Lessons offer a unique opportunity to 
experience Costa Rican culture and get your feet moving 
to some tropical beats! Plus it makes for a great workout 
and you’ll make new friends with your new dance skills! 
We have local instructors who take their time to walk you 
through the steps of some of the most-popular types of 
dance in Costa Rica.

Departure: 
7:00 pm

Includes: 
 Transport, Local dance instructor
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1-844-694-4557  info@arenalhills.com
1 km south of the public school of Tres Esquinas.  Tres Esquinas, Los Ángeles de La Fortuna, Alajuela, Costa Rica.




